Reversing characters (digits and letters) when writing, and complete mirror writing, raise one of the oldest and most mysterious questions in developmental and educational psychology: Why do five-year-old children write symbols (e.g., ∃ for E) they have neither learnt nor seen? Attempts to draw up a complete explanatory theory of character reversal in writings by typically developing children were long hindered by the existence of a seemingly satisfactory explanation (left-hand writing), the failure to bring together research in neuropsychology and educational psychology, and the failure to consider the shape and structure of the characters. The present paper remedies this situation by describing a new, comprehensive theory based on recent neuropsychological findings and extensive empirical observations. The theory assumes that a character's orientation, detected in the early visual processing area, is deleted (or made inaccessible) by the mirror generalization process during transfer to memory. Consequently, there is a period, usually around age five, during which children have representations of the characters' shapes but not their orientations. Hence, when asked to write a character, children have to improvise its orientation, and the orientation they choose (implicitly, non-consciously) is often derived from the writing direction in their culture.
Introduction: Historical Background
Character reversal, which results in left-right reversed characters (letters and digits) that appear normal when read in a mirror, is a major component of mirror writing. In the scientific literature, it was first described in 1878 by Buchwald, who reported several cases of character reversal in writing by patients with brain lesions and by healthy individuals, most notably children, nearly all of whom wrote with their left hand [1] . This pioneering study launched a new field of research and triggered numerous reports of mirror writing by both pathological and non-pathological individuals. Less felicitously, Buchwald's implicit suggestion that mirror writing was restricted to people who wrote with their left hand, whether naturally or deliberately, would cloud research for over a century.
Erlenmeyer immediately included Buchwald's paper in his book on "Writing", quoting at length the paragraph describing children who mirror wrote with their left hand, but, when alerted to the incorrectness of their writing, wrote correctly with their right hand [2] . Furthermore, by suggesting "abductive left-hand writing" (linkshändige Abductionsschrift in German) as a more appropriate name for "mirror writing", Erlenmeyer reduced mirror writing to a mechanistic result of writing with the left hand: Characters and words are reversed when an individual writes abductively (outwards from the body midline) with the left hand. 2 of 16 Nevertheless, some early authors rejected the inference-that mirror reversal is closely linked to writing with the left hand-induced from Buchwald's seminal paper. For example, Hale and Kuh, in 1901, wrote unequivocally: "Almost every child at a certain period of its development will be found to produce spontaneous mirror-writing, and that, too, with its right hand" [3] (p. 1382). However, Buchwald's influence, supported by Erlenmeyer's abductive left-hand writing explanation, was so strong that, in 1936, an author claimed, with a certain amount of pride, to be the first author to publish a case of mirror writing by a "right-eyed child" who showed no left-handed tendencies [4] .
Hildreth's discussion of character reversal and mirror writing in her fourth seminal paper on "The development and training of hand dominance", which she subtitled "Developmental problems associated with handedness", further reinforced the association between mirror reversal and writing with the left hand [5] . This idea was tested in a group of 72 children with a mean age of 5.5 years, 36 of whom wrote with their left-hand and 36 of whom wrote with their right-hand [6] . Although the resulting data indicated a possible link between a character's shape and the frequency with which it was reversed, neither the author nor others followed up on this finding. These results may have had little impact, because they did not support predictions relating character reversal to handedness [7] .
Consequently, claims such as "In countries where script normally runs from left to right, young children who spontaneously produce mirror-writing are generally left-handers" [8] (p. 356) were still widely accepted at the end of the 20th century, and paediatricians were still taught that "one unifying feature of mirror writing is the fact that it is almost always executed with the left hand" [9] (p. 16). In fact, this misconception was not successfully challenged until the publication of an important paper in which the authors emphasized that "left-handed children had no more probability than right-handers of developing mirror writing" [10] (p. 16 ). This review of research led the authors of the paper to propose a possible unified explanation for mirror writing in both pathological adults and typically developing young children, which they labelled the "directional apraxia theory". However, finding that children do not display adult-like mirror discrimination of letters indirectly weakens the idea that a single theory can explain character reversal in both adults and children [11] , and the results of neurological studies [12, 13] directly challenge the validity of the theory.
If, as seems to be the case, different explanations are needed to account for mirror writing by adults and mirror writing by children, then data on mirror writing by adults, whether deliberate [14] or not [15] , are unlikely to throw light onto mirror reversals by 5-year-old children. What is more, data for adults do not suggest a possible role of character shape as a factor in explaining why children mirror write the characters. In contrast, recent neuropsychological findings and large-scale empirical studies of children suggest that this parameter may be the key to understanding why typically developing children reverse characters when they write.
Recent Neuropsychological Findings
"Animals may appear in mirror-opposite profiles, danger may lurk on either side" [16] (p. 25). This suggests that evolution has forged the process of mirror generalization, which is at work in very young children, even babies [17] . Moreover, traces of this mirror generalization of characters can still be found in adults [18] , at least in the case of non-reversible letters [19] . Not surprisingly, learning to read and handwrite the Latin alphabet increases the ability to discriminate mirror images [20, 21] , breaks mirror-invariance [22] , and transforms the brain more generally [23, 24] . According to a prominent theory, this mirror generalization for letters and words is due to the recycling of neurons in an area called the Visual Word Form Area (VWFA), which originally developed to recognize objects [25] [26] [27] . Because mirror generalization for objects and animals is often advantageous (as in the example of being able to memorize, and therefore recognize, dangerous animals), neurons in the VWFA have been dedicated to it. The recycled neurons may have inherited the mirror generalization process for characters from the object recognizing neurons in the VWFA. Insights into the neurobiological basis of this mirror generalization process are being provided by three lines of recent research.
Research on macaque monkeys has shed light on the hierarchical processing that occurs in the ventral visual pathway (see [28] , for humans), but the question remains: How many stages are there, and how do they function together? Inferotemporal cells with mirror-symmetric tuning were already reported in [29] , but a new study showed that such cells are agglomerated within an intermediate patch [30] . Precisely, the macaque's face-processing network was studied by recording neurons from two middle face patches (ML, middle lateral, and MF, middle fundus) and two anterior face patches (AL, anterior lateral, and AM, anterior medial). Neurons in the ML and MF were view specific; neurons in the AL were tuned to identify mirror-symmetric views, and neurons in the AM, the most anterior face patch, achieved almost full view invariance. The finding that one region (AL) contains neurons with mirror-symmetric tuning is particularly important, because it suggests that a representation confounding two symmetrical faces is a single intermediate node within a shape-processing network.
In contrast with studies demonstrating mirror-image confusion for objects, searchers observed that the navigability of a scene changes when it is mirror reversed [31] . This observation led them to conduct an experiment in which they used event-related functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging to determine which representations are unaffected by mirror reversal in humans. Their results showed tolerance to mirror reversals in one object-selective region and the posterior fusiform sulcus, and great sensitivity to these reversals in two scene-selective regions. However, a more posterior (in the brain) object-selective region, the lateral occipital sulcus, also showed sensitivity to mirror reversals, suggesting that orientation information is represented at earlier stages in the object-processing hierarchy.
Even Related Potential was used to investigate how the brain encodes the geometric information underlying object shape and orientation [32] . Adult participants were shown between three and five context images and then presented with a test-image in which either the shape or the left-right orientation was changed or not changed. Results showed that (1) the early posterior P1 (~100 ms) orientation response was more positive than the shape response; (2) the mid-latency central P2 (~175 ms) shape response was more positive than the orientation response; and (3) the mid-latency central N4 (~400 ms) orientation response was more positive than the shape response. According to the authors, these differences may reflect the detection of low-level orientation information in early visual areas, the reliance on mirror-invariant shape in later visual areas, and the effortful detection of orientation information even later in visual processing.
Taken together, these neuropsychological findings suggest that the visual image of an object (e.g., a digit or letter) is distinguished from its mirror image at an early stage of processing. Then, a process called mirror generalization [16, 25] leads to these two images becoming undistinguishable at an intermediate stage. The distinction is restored at a later stage, when an individual is required to make the distinction. The two first stages of this process of mirror generalization seem particularly important for understanding character reversal in children.
Initially, children mostly learn to recognize characters by seeing them in their surroundings, and they often learn to write characters and their name by copying them from models provided by parents, teachers, or exercise books. French preschool and first grade classrooms generally facilitate this learning by displaying the letters of the alphabet and the 10 Arabic numerals on the walls. Furthermore, nearly all teachers at France's preschools provide children in their upper section classes (5-to 6-year-old) with a number line to encourage them to write the digits by themselves.
Consequently, determining how the visual system initially processes characters when they are seen seems fundamental. Because of the initial distinction between an image and its mirror, evidenced by these neuropsychological findings, we can predict that children should have few difficulties in copying the characters orientation correctly; this was verified in the following Section 3.3. However, when the mirror generalization process is at work, children will probably find it difficult to orient characters when writing them from memory. This will likely lead to frequent reversals, regardless of whether the child writes with their usual right-or left-hand. This was verified in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Furthermore, when children do not know the characters orientation, one can hypothesize that they will adopt, at least implicitly, a general strategy. This strategy was evidenced in the empirical work reported in Sections 3.1 and 3.4.
Recent Empirical Findings
Previous theories have attributed character reversal and mirror writing to left-hand writing. Although these theories have been long accepted, they are not consistent with recent neuropsychological findings. The following paragraphs focus on four main recent empirical findings that are consistent with these neuropsychological findings and comprehensively disprove the old theories. Tables 1 and 2 show reversal percentages-calculated with respect to the total number of correct and reversed productions-for writings of digits and capital letters, as recorded during a series of studies in the same laboratory [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In the case of the digits, these studies involved a total of 1563 children. As the means show, the characters that appear left-oriented (1, 2, 3, 7, 9, J, and Z) were reversed more frequently, sometimes considerably more frequently, than the characters that appear right-oriented (we will closely go into the notion of left-and right-orientation in Section 4). For example, reversal percentages for 3, J, and Z were around 50%, whereas reversal percentages for K and N were less than 5%. Because these wide-ranging data come from the same laboratory, it is important to mention that many other recent and independent findings are consistent with the relative frequency of the character's reversal suggested by the data. Thus, even if this other research was not aimed at establishing the frequency of reversal of the characters, one can note that (1) a study on 44 Scottish children (M age = 6.82, from 4.6 to 10.3) who wrote the uppercase letters found that the likelihood of reversal for J and Z was elevated both in writing with the dominant and non-dominant hands [40] ; (2) A training study on 30 French children (M age = 4.63, from 4.25 to 5) found more than 50% reversals for 1, 3, J, and Z, and less than 10% for B, E, N, R and S, which were the only asymmetrical characters studied [41] . 
Children Reverse the Different Characters Frequently but Unequally

Children Who Write with the Right Hand Reverse the Characters as Well as Those Who Write with the Left Hand
The data presented in Tables 1 and 2 clearly show mirror reversal of characters can in no way be equated with left-hand writing (see also the children in Figure 1) . The approximately 50% reversal rates for the digit 3 and the letters J and Z could not have been obtained if only left-handed children, even if they made up 15% of the general population, had reversed these characters, even if they had done so systematically. a Number of participants in the referred study; b number of writings solicited per letter and per child; c three writings for the letters J and Z; d three writings for the letter J; e writing of the capital letters was mixed with writing of the digits; f not tested.
The data presented in Tables 1 and 2 clearly show mirror reversal of characters can in no way be equated with left-hand writing (see also the children in Figure 1) . The approximately 50% reversal rates for the digit 3 and the letters J and Z could not have been obtained if only left-handed children, even if they made up 15% of the general population, had reversed these characters, even if they had done so systematically. The claim that right-handed children develop mirror writing as well as left-handed children (see Section 1) was tested in 5-to-6-year-old children who spontaneously wrote either with the right hand or with the left hand. A distinction can be made between quantitative and qualitative comparisons of reversal. A quantitative comparison compares the total percentages of character reversals between groups, whereas a qualitative comparison compares groups with respect to the hierarchy of the frequencies of reversals of the different characters (e.g., was 3 the most frequently reversed digit and 4 the least frequently reversed digit in each group?).
The comparison between 59 children who wrote the characters and name with their left hand and 59 children matched for age and school-class who wrote the same material with their right hand showed no quantitative difference in mirror reversal between these two groups of children [42] . Also, given our distinction, the preceding study found no qualitative difference between children who write with their right hand and those who write with their left hand. The left-oriented characters (notably 3, J, and Z) were the most reversed characters in both groups of children. The correlation between the frequencies of reversal of the characters in the two groups was very strong, r(21) = 0.962. A further study confirmed the lack of a qualitative difference between reversal in the two groups but suggested a slightly greater frequency of reversal in children who wrote with the left hand [38] (see also [35] , Expt 1a).
Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 proves the lack of a qualitative difference between children who write with their usual left hand and those who write with their usual right hand. The girl reported in Figure 2 , who spontaneously wrote with her left hand, reverses exactly the same (left-oriented) characters as the children reported in Figure 1 , all three of whom spontaneously wrote with their right hand. The claim that right-handed children develop mirror writing as well as left-handed children (see Section 1) was tested in 5-to-6-year-old children who spontaneously wrote either with the right hand or with the left hand. A distinction can be made between quantitative and qualitative comparisons of reversal. A quantitative comparison compares the total percentages of character reversals between groups, whereas a qualitative comparison compares groups with respect to the hierarchy of the frequencies of reversals of the different characters (e.g., was 3 the most frequently reversed digit and 4 the least frequently reversed digit in each group?).
Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 proves the lack of a qualitative difference between children who write with their usual left hand and those who write with their usual right hand. The girl reported in Figure 2 , who spontaneously wrote with her left hand, reverses exactly the same (left-oriented) characters as the children reported in Figure 1 , all three of whom spontaneously wrote with their right hand. 
Children Rarely Reverse the Characters When Copying Them
An experiment involving children with a mean age of 5.75 years compared reversal percentages obtained for a copying task with those obtained for a writing-from-memory (under dictation) task [35] (Expt 1a). The material consisted of the eight asymmetric digits and eight asymmetric capital letters (see Table 3 ). In one condition, 143 children copied the digits and wrote the letters from memory; in the second condition, a different group of 156 children copied the letters and wrote the digits from memory. The result was very clear (Table 3) : The children reversed the characters much less frequently when they copied them than when they wrote them from memory. In fact, they rarely reversed the characters when copying them. 
An experiment involving children with a mean age of 5.75 years compared reversal percentages obtained for a copying task with those obtained for a writing-from-memory (under dictation) task [35] (Expt 1a). The material consisted of the eight asymmetric digits and eight asymmetric capital letters (see Table 3 ). In one condition, 143 children copied the digits and wrote the letters from memory; in the second condition, a different group of 156 children copied the letters and wrote the digits from memory. The result was very clear (Table 3) : The children reversed the characters much less frequently when they copied them than when they wrote them from memory. In fact, they rarely reversed the characters when copying them. Indirect confirmation of the easiness of correctly (i.e., without reversing) copying the characters compared to correctly writing them from memory was provided by two studies showing that 4-year-old children make considerably fewer mirror reversals in copying the characters than 5-year-old children in writing the characters from memory (under dictation). First, a cross-sectional study found that 205 children in the middle section of preschool (4-to 5-year-olds) produced only 7.32% reversals in copying the digits, whereas 153 children in the upper section (5-to-6-year-olds) produced 21.81% reversals in writing the digits from memory [35] (Expt 1). Second, a longitudinal study found that the 166 children in the middle section produced only 3.62% reversals in copying the characters, whereas the same children in the upper section produced 25.39% mirror reversals in writing the characters from memory [43] . If the process of copying did not fundamentally differ from the process of writing from memory-specifically, in being easier-developmental psychology would find it difficult to explain why children in the middle section of preschool produced considerably less reversal errors than the children in the upper section.
Children Reverse Right-Oriented Letters When Writing from Right to Left
The children reported in Table 2 , who live in a Western culture with a left-to-right writing direction, reversed the left-oriented letters (J and Z) far more frequently than the other letters (e.g., K, N). Would these children have reversed the same letters if they wrote from right to left? "Further studies are needed to clarify the role of writing direction in mirror writing and letter inversion phenomena" [44] (p. 82).
One way to do this would be to compare mirror reversals in cultures with different writing directions, but this is not easy to do for a number of reasons (e.g., the characters may be different). Consequently, many researches [35, 37, [41] [42] [43] applied a technique devised in [45] to observe spontaneous mirror writing of their name (or words) by young children. The technique consists of asking children to write their name on sheets of paper bisected by a vertical line, and to start writing at a dot near the bisecting line, sometimes to the left of the line and sometimes to the right. When the dot is to the left of the line, young children typically write from right to left. This technique allows one to analyze character reversals when children spontaneously write from right to left, rather than from left to right (the usual writing direction for these children). Figure 3 provides a few illustrative examples of the resulting observations. Many children reversed the right-oriented letters of their name when they wrote from right to left, even though they wrote these same letters correctly when they wrote from left to right. CYPRIEN, for example, correctly wrote C, P, R, E, and N when he wrote from left to right, but reversed these same letters when he wrote from right to left. Thus, children appear to orient the characters (at least the letters) in the direction of writing [46] . In other words, they tend to reverse the right-oriented letters (B, C, D, E, F, G, K, L N, P, Q, R, and S) when writing from right to left and to reverse the left-oriented letters when writing from left to right (J and Z). Educ In the training study [41] , there were in fact two conditions designed to compare production of normal versus mirror writing of characters. In the already reported normal condition (see Section 3.1), the trained preliterate children reversed mainly the left-oriented characters. However, when mirror writing was elicited with the previously described technique, they reversed mainly the rightoriented characters. The differences between the two (normal versus mirror writing) conditions were not only significant but also impressive. For example, in the mirror writing condition, 29 (out of 30) children reversed the letter B, but no one child reversed this letter in the normal writing condition. The authors underscore that these results indicate a main contribution of writing directionality to letter and digit reversals. Consequently, they confirm the predominant contribution of writing directionality to mirror writing in typically developing children [46] .
A Theory of Character Reversal in Writing from Memory
Our theory, outlined in the following paragraphs, builds on the recent neuropsychological findings described in Section 2, which explain why children reverse characters but not why they reverse some characters (3, J, and Z) about 10 times more frequently than others (K, N). The theory's first tenet is that 5-year-old children have no difficulty visually discriminating a character from its mirror (i.e., they see that the two differ). Two main observations support this claim. First, when asked to copy characters, 5-to 6-year-old children generally write them correctly. Second, neurophysiological studies have shown that information about orientation is encoded in early visual areas.
However, the neurophysiological mirror-generalization process may lead this initial information on orientation being lost during memory transfer along the visual ventral occipitotemporal pathway (see [47] for more information about this pathway). As a result, there is a short period of time during which children master the shape of the characters but not their left-right orientation. During this period, if children are asked to write a character under dictation (i.e., from memory), they often solve the dilemma of which way to orient the character by implicitly and nonconsciously orienting it in the direction of writing, that is, toward the right in a left-to-right writing culture. Consequently, the characters they reverse most frequently are the left-oriented digits (1, 2, 3, 7, and 9) and capital letters (J and Z).
The notion of "left-oriented" (or "right-oriented") characters is one of the theory's cornerstones. Up to this point, the definition of this notion used in the present paper has been merely intuitive. In Figure 3 . Name writings as a function of writing direction by a sample of six children (data from [35, 43] ). (Written informed consent to publish name writings was obtained from each child's legal guardian).
In the training study [41] , there were in fact two conditions designed to compare production of normal versus mirror writing of characters. In the already reported normal condition (see Section 3.1), the trained preliterate children reversed mainly the left-oriented characters. However, when mirror writing was elicited with the previously described technique, they reversed mainly the right-oriented characters. The differences between the two (normal versus mirror writing) conditions were not only significant but also impressive. For example, in the mirror writing condition, 29 (out of 30) children reversed the letter B, but no one child reversed this letter in the normal writing condition. The authors underscore that these results indicate a main contribution of writing directionality to letter and digit reversals. Consequently, they confirm the predominant contribution of writing directionality to mirror writing in typically developing children [46] .
However, the neurophysiological mirror-generalization process may lead this initial information on orientation being lost during memory transfer along the visual ventral occipito-temporal pathway (see [47] for more information about this pathway). As a result, there is a short period of time during which children master the shape of the characters but not their left-right orientation. During this period, if children are asked to write a character under dictation (i.e., from memory), they often solve the dilemma of which way to orient the character by implicitly and non-consciously orienting it in the direction of writing, that is, toward the right in a left-to-right writing culture. Consequently, the characters they reverse most frequently are the left-oriented digits (1, 2, 3, 7, and 9) and capital letters (J and Z).
The notion of "left-oriented" (or "right-oriented") characters is one of the theory's cornerstones. Up to this point, the definition of this notion used in the present paper has been merely intuitive. In an attempt to produce a more precise definition, a theoretical analysis of the shapes of the characters was carried out [7] . The results allowed one to highlight a number of similarities in the shapes of Latin letters (see also [48] ), many of which (B, D, E, F, K, L, P, and R) consist of a long vertical stroke combined with a distinctive feature to the right of this stroke. When the writing begins with the vertical stroke, the distinctive feature must be added on the right, so the letter appears to be "right-oriented". Similarly, the digits 1 and 7 consist of a long vertical stroke (approximately vertical for 7) with a distinctive feature to the left and therefore appear to be "left-oriented". However, this approach cannot be applied to characters without a vertical stroke (e.g., 2, 3, 6, 9, C, and Q), which have to be defined as left-or right-oriented on the basis of other features. In addition, the digit 4 is a case apart: Because children pay particular attention to acute angles [49] , and because the acute angle at which the writing of 4 normally starts opens rightwards, the digit 4 can be categorized as "right-oriented".
Given the difficulty of producing a mathematical definition for left-and right-oriented characters, researchers have adopted an empirical approach [38, 50] . The results of a study in which adult students were asked to rate the orientation of all the asymmetric capital letters and digits support the intuitive definition, as the only digits to be classified as right-oriented were 4, 5, and 6, and the only letters to be considered left-oriented were J and Z [38] . Furthermore, there was a very strong correlation between the way the capital letters were rated by American students [50] and by French students [38] .
A first theorization of orienting the characters towards the right proposed an implicit right-writing or right-orienting rule as underlying the choice of the children [36] . However, given the finding reported in Section 3.4, this rule should better be seen as an instantiation of a more general, possibly universal, rule, which consists of writing or orienting the character in the direction of writing.
A subtle prediction arising from the theory is that children who reverse the left-oriented characters most frequently will reverse the right-oriented characters least frequently, because these children strictly respect the direction of writing. If this is the case, there should be a negative correlation between reversals of the left-oriented characters and reversals of the right-oriented characters. However, such a negative correlation is not easy to establish, because any experiment including whole classrooms is likely to include children who know how to write almost all the characters and who therefore contribute to a positive correlation; the same holds for children who know the shapes of very few characters. Nevertheless, this negative correlation was demonstrated in children of the French preschool upper section, r = −0.337, p < 0.001 [36] , and r S = −0.402, p < 0.001 [43] . Likewise, in a training study with letter-like characters in primary schoolchildren (aged 4.8-5.8 years), a negative correlation was found between reversal rates for left-and right-facing characters, r S = −0.47, p = 0.02 [51] .
Discussion
Are There Some Other Explanatory Factors?
By emphasizing the importance of the characters' orientations in explaining why they are reversed, the theory indirectly minimizes other potential explanatory factors. Among the latter, the factor "hand of writing" is the most prominent. Our prediction is that these factors play a very minor role in explaining reversal. The direct comparison of children who spontaneously write with their left hand and those who spontaneously write with their right hand clearly shows that the hand of writing does not influence quality of reversal (see Section 3.2). The lack of a qualitative difference between children who write with their left hand and children who write with their right hand is strong evidence against the left-hand abduction explanation of character reversal. There remains the possibility of a very slight quantitative tendency for children who write with their left hand to produce more reversals than children who write with their right hand. Anyway, this explanation of reversal is considerably less relevant than the explanation through the orientation of the characters (see the discussion and demonstration in [38] ).
A less prominent potential explanatory factor than "hand of writing" is sex. An old and ambiguous statement, which reported that "most observers find mirror writing more common among boys than girls in proportion greater than three to one" [5] (p. 69), and psycho-analytic theory [52] , suggests that character reversal concerns mainly boys. Consequently, it is noteworthy to underscore that the massive results obtained in the same researches as that referred in Tables 1 and 2 did not reveal any quantitative or qualitative differences in character reversals between girls and boys.
An educational explanation for some character reversals is that they result from children being taught to draw circles (or segments of circles) counter-clockwise. The reason teachers, parents, and writing books (at least in France) teach children to draw circles counter-clockwise is to help them later when they learn to write cursively from left to right. This explanation for reversals, which holds (and not always) only for the curved characters, can be encompassed by the theory because it may determine a child's implicit choice of orientation. For example, a child who does not know the orientation of the semi-circles composing the digit 3 may simply apply the motor gesture learnt for drawing circles and therefore reverse the 3.
Is There a Role for a Motor-Related Memory?
By emphasizing the visual component of learning in explaining why characters are reversed, the theory minimizes the possible role of a motor-related memory in the characters orientation. This possibility is connected to the general question of the role of handwriting in the memorization of the writing of the characters. This question is nowadays exacerbated by the use of phones, tablets, and computers, which challenges the utility of learning handwriting. Whereas handwriting is a motor act [53] , taught by all teachers in primary school, is it not paradoxical to up hold that motor memory plays only a secondary role in the initial memorization of the characters' orientation? Indeed, some authors suggest that writing movements contribute to memorizing the shape and orientation of characters [54, 55] . However, this contribution seems better suited to the learning of the non-oriented shapes than to the learning of their orientation. Moreover, a developmental study of writing suggests that it is certainly not before age 10 that motor automatisms alone can explain writing [53] . Also, by preventing the visual feedback, proprioceptive recognition of letters develops more slowly than visual recognition in 4-to 6-year-old children [56] .
A partial answer to our question can be found in a study that compared two hypotheses: that handwriting exerts its facilitative effect because of the visual-motor production of forms, and that handwriting produces variable visual instances of a character [57] . The learning experiment involved 72 five-year-old children and used Greek letters. The result of the test of the two hypotheses was clearly in favor of the second hypothesis. All groups of participants who studied multiple instances of the Greek symbols during learning performed better than the groups that were exposed only to a single, prototypical example of the symbols. Thus, the results from learning seem not a direct link between motor and perceptual systems but rather some changes in the neural system due to the variable visual instances of a named category.
Despite minimizing the role attributed to the motor-related memory in the initial learning of the characters, this result only partially supports our theory of writing, because it was found with a final recognition test. Therefore, it is worth mentioning also a recent learning experiment who tested mirror-writing with a final writing test [41] . This experiment trained 30 French children to write words and digits with their usual right hand. Each child was tested in two writing conditions: writing normally and writing under Cornell's constraints (see Section 3.4), which induced mirror writing in all 30 children aged from 4.25 to 5.00 years. The writing with a digital pen allowed the comparison between normal writing and writing in mirror by means of two kinematics parameters-velocity and fluency. Better kinematics parameters were expected in the normal writing condition, because during the learning sessions children were exposed to normal writing and trained to write normally. Surprisingly, there was no significant difference between the two conditions: Each character was produced with the same ease whether it was normally written or mirror written. It is therefore unlikely that children have learned an oriented motor pattern, because the execution of this pattern would be difficult if not impossible to reverse.
Is There a Differentiated Role for the Cerebral Hemispheres?
Many authors make play a differentiated role to the two cerebral hemispheres in their theory of mirror writing [58] [59] [60] . Whereas Orton's theory [58] was shown to be difficult to reconcile with the data by Fischer and coworkers (see Section 3), Corballis' theory [60] was estimated to be compatible with these data [61] . The third theory [59] will be discussed in more depth here.
The theory proposes that mirror writing stems from proximal control. In fact, the theory is an adaptation to writing of the idea that dyslexia develops from learning the alphabet in the wrong hemisphere [62] . The theory postulates that canonical writing in the right hemi-space is controlled contralaterally by the left hemisphere, and mirror writing is controlled ipsilaterally by the right hemisphere. The theory predicts that children at-risk may process letters ipsilaterally in the right hemisphere, resulting in left hemisphere proximal movement mirror-opposed to the normal rightward direction of writing. More specifically, the theory predicts inverse reversals, that is, alphanumeric symbols that are reversed in right hemi-space but canonically printed in left hemi-space (such an inverse reversal can be seen in Figure 3 , in the writings of J by Joana).
In the aim to test the theory, its author tested 159 students in Grades 1, 2, and 3, in three sorts of school in Canada: Public, Montessori, and Waldorf. Participants had systematically to write the characters b, 3, z, 5, d, 7, s, 2, p, and c to the right and to the left of an inked line that vertically bisected their writing paper. The statistics show a main Grade effect for both simple reversal and inverse reversal. The data concerning the school are more difficult to interpret, because there was only one class by School × Grade. Nevertheless, due to anteriority of visual learning over proprioceptive learning [56] , it is noteworthy that in the Montessori's school, second and third grade students mirror wrote more than in the public school, in the normal writing condition (i.e., right hemi-space). This is because the Montessori's school emphasizes proprioceptive and haptic learning (e.g., Montessori's sandpaper numerals). The author concludes that mirror writing could result from introducing writing during an ontogenetic stage of symmetrical motor function and suggests that this stage of ontogeny may be one of bilateral, proximal-motor control, during which problems arise when arm movement in beginning writing is controlled by the wrong side of the brain.
The author does not analyze the reversal of the individual characters of the series b, 3, z, 5, d, 7, s, 2, p, and c. Nevertheless, he reproduces the writings by two first grade children. One of them (Matthew) has not produced any reversal in the normal writing condition. However, the other (Tennesson) reversed 3, z, 7, and 2 in this condition. Thus, with the exception of d, this child reversed all the left-oriented characters in the sample of characters to write. When writing d, Tennesson already had correctly written b and, perhaps, would avoid writing b two times in reversing d. Therefore, our theory seems to explain, in great part, or even perfectly, the reversals by Tennesson in the normal condition of writing. Moreover, as illustrated by the example of Joana in Figure 3 , our theory also explains the particulars of this theory [59] , that is, the notion of inverse reversal. Joana simply turns the left-oriented J in the direction of writing. The results are a reversed J when writing from left to right (in the right hemi-space) and a correct J when writing from right to left (in the left hemi-space). Given that our simple theory seems explain the data in [59] , the scientific principle of parsimony suggests that it is the most acceptable explanation.
Is the Theory Compatible with All Empirical Findings?
Given the substantial literature on mirror reversal from the 20th century, particularly in educational settings (e.g., [63] [64] [65] ), it is not possible here to systematically review the data in order to examine their compatibility with the theory. Nevertheless, we will illustrate, at least with one study, how the theory can shed light on these previous findings. With participants who were mainly 1st and 2nd graders, this study found that they reverse the digits 2, 7, 3, and 9 the most frequently, and the digits 6, 5, and 4 the least frequently [66] . This finding is consistent with our theory's distinction between left-oriented and right-oriented digits, whereas the author's explanation-that some participants reversed 2, 7, and 3 because they had trouble initiating movement away from the midline, whereas other participants reversed 6 and 9 because they had trouble initiating movement toward the midline-seems very contrived.
Can the Theory Be Extended to Character Recognition?
So far, both the theory and the empirical studies carried out to test it have concentrated on the way children write characters. However, the theory raises another important question: If, as the theory holds, the mirror generalization process results in children being able to remember a character's shape but not its orientation, what arises when children read the characters? One way to examine this question is to submit children to a letter decision task. In such a task, children should say whether the writing of a character is correct or not correct, one half of the displayed characters being reversed and the other half being correct. This task was used in a first study on uppercase letters with Scottish children, and in a second study on lowercase letters with Irish children [40] . Both studies found that children who produce more reversals in writing also make more orientation recognition errors. The authors concluded that developmental mirror writing is paralleled by orientation recognition errors. However, a more classical recognition task than the letter decision task used in [40] implies a simultaneously displaying of a correctly written character and a mirror writing of this character. How do children choose which writing is correct? Because the representation activated by presenting the two writings of a character will be un-oriented, both writings should appear correct, so, logically, the children should not be able to decide which of the two is correct. Asking children to indicate which writing is the most correct (most frequently used or the best) places them in the same position as when they are asked to write a character under dictation: They have to choose between the two options. A simple extension of the theory of writing would predict that children in a left-to-right writing culture will be more likely to choose right-oriented writings as being correct, rather than left-oriented writings. Among children who have not overcome the mirror generalization process, the motor component of writing certainly biases the character's orientation towards the right in our culture. By analogy, we hypothesize that the visual component of the examination of a display of characters should bias their correct recognition towards the right spatial position, for example, towards the right column in a 2 × 2 table in which the target-digit and its mirror reversal are not in the same column. This precise hypothesis is currently investigated in our laboratory.
Given the educational importance of both reading and the reading disorder dyslexia [67, 68] , it is worth stressing that the present theory cannot be directly applied to reading. One of the reasons for this is that, in reading, children see the correct writing of the characters, so they do not have directly to make decisions about their orientation. Nevertheless, a child can be indirectly perturbed or induced into error, if a character activates its un-oriented representation in memory. Another reason is that none of the reversals of the characters reported here (digits and capital letters) are legible characters, unlike the reversals of the lowercase letters b, d, p, and q, which are the letters classically studied in investigations of reversal during reading [25, 67, 69, 70] .
Conclusions
Our theory for explaining character reversals by typically developing 5-year-old children can now be summarized as follows. Typically developing children have no problems with character orientation when they see the characters (digits and capital letters), because each character's orientation is unambiguously (temporarily) encoded in the early visual areas. However, when the shape of a character is transferred to memory along the cerebral ventral pathway, a neurophysiological mirror generalization process results in the information about the character's orientation being deleted (or made inaccessible). Consequently, the representation of the character in the child's memory has no orientation. We do not exclude that the absence of orientation can in fact result from two differently oriented representations, perhaps one in each hemisphere [60] , whose accesses are random or determined by situational or cultural constraints. However, the analysis for the digits [38] , on the basis of a character feature set [71] , suggests rather a single representation. Because it has no orientation, this representation cannot help a child decide how to orient a character when he or she has to write it from memory (under dictation) or choose between a correctly written character and its mirror image.
As a result, children generally choose to orient characters in the writing direction when writing from memory. This implicit, non-conscious choice is successful for all the right-oriented characters in left to right writing cultures but leads to reversal of the other asymmetrical characters (1, 2, 3, 7, 9 , J, and Z). Making children aware of the problem of orientation, displaying the characters, and teaching 1st-grade children how to write the characters seems sufficient to enable typically developing children to restore orientation information. A well-supported theory claims that it requires inhibition of the mirror generalization process [69, 72, 73] .
A well-known maxim from the French biologist and philosopher Jean Rostand says that "theories pass, frogs remain" [74] , i.e., whatever the future of our theoretical proposals will be, all theories of mirror reversal in writing by typically developing children should, from now on, try to explain the findings summarized in Section 3. Funding: This research received no external funding.
